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Abstract In this paper, we establish recurrence relations for single and product moments of

progressively Type-II right censored order statistics from doubly truncated exponentiated Pareto

distribution. These relations may then be used to obtain recurrence relations for single and product

moments of progressively Type-II right censored order statistics from exponentiated Pareto

distribution for all sample size n and all censoring schemes ðR1;R2; . . . ;RmÞ. Also, we can use it

to compute all the means, variances and covariances of exponentiated Pareto progressive Type-II

right censored order statistics.
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1. Introduction

Censored sample arises in a life-testing whenever the experi-
menter does not observe (either intentionally or unintention-

ally) the failure times of all units placed on a life-test.
Inference based on censored sampling has been studied during
the past 50 years by numerous authors for a wide range of life-
time distribution such as normal, exponential and Pareto.

Naturally, there are many different forms of censoring that
have been discussed in the literature. In progressive Type-II
censoring from a total n units placed on a Life-test only m

are completely observed until failure. At the time of first failure
R1 of the n� 1 surviving units are randomly withdrawn (or
censored) from the life-testing experiment. At the time of the

next failure R2 of the n� R1 � 2 surviving units are censored,
and so on. Finally, at the time of the mth failure, all the
remaining Rm ¼ n� R1 � R2 � � � � � Rm�1 �m surviving units
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are censored. Progressively Type-II censored has been studied
by many authors including [1–10].

Recurrence relations for single and product moments for

any continuous distribution can be used to compute all means,
variances and covariance of such a distribution. [11] have re-
viewed several recurrence relations and identities established

for the single and product moments of order statistics from
an arbitrary continuous distribution. Also [12] have reviewed
several recurrence relations and identities established for the

single and product moments of order statistics from specific
continuous distribution. [13] have updated the reviews of
[11,12] and discuss several recurrence relations and identities
for single and product moments of order statistics. [14] have

derived complete recurrence relations for single and product
moments from standard exponential distribution. [15] general-
ized the results of [16] on the order statistics from the doubly

truncated exponential distribution and have derived similar
recurrence relations for moments of progressively Type-II
right censored order statistics from the Pareto distribution

and it’s truncated forms.[17] have established several
recurrence relations for the single and product moments of
progressively Type-II right censored order statistics from a

half-logistic distribution.
Pareto distribution is found to coincide with many social,

scientific, geophysical, actuarial, and various other types of ob-
servable phenomena. Some examples were the Pareto distribu-

tion gives good fit are the sizes of human settlements, the
values of oil reserve in oil fields, the standardized price returns
on individual stocks, sizes of meteorites. Pareto originally used

this distribution to describe the allocation of wealth among
individuals since it seemed to show rather well the way that
a larger portion of the wealth of any society is owned by a

smaller percentage of the people in that society. He also used
it to describe distribution of income. The following examples
are sometimes seen as approximately Pareto-distributed: Hard

disk drive error rates, The values of oil reserves in oil fields
(a few large fields, many small fields), The standardized price
returns on individual stocks, Numbers of species per genus.
It has relations to other distributions like the exponential

distribution, the log-normal distribution and the generalized
Pareto distribution. Complete recurrence relations for single
and product moments of progressively Type-II right censored

order statistics from the generalized Pareto distribution was
established by [18]. A family of distribution, namely the expon-
entiated family of distribution, is defined like the exponentiat-

ed exponential distribution as a generalization of the standard
exponential distribution, the exponentiated gamma, exponen-
tiated weibull, exponentiated Gumbel and the exponentiated
Pareto distribution. The exponentiated Pareto distribution is

an extension generalization of the Pareto distribution which
introduced by [19], he showed that the exponentiated Pareto
distribution can be used quite effectively in analyzing many life

time data. [20] studied several exponentiated distributions,
including exponentiated Pareto distribution, and discussed
their properties. They showed that exponentiated Pareto distri-

bution gives a good fit to the tail-distribution of NASDAQ
data.

In this paper, we derive new recurrence relations satisfied

by the single and product moments of progressively Type-II
right censored order statistics from the doubly truncated
exponentiated Pareto distribution.

Let X1;X2; . . . ;Xn denote a random sample from the doubly
truncated exponentiated Pareto distribution EPðh; aÞ with
probability density function (pdf)

fðxÞ ¼ ah
P�Q

½1� ð1þ xÞ�a�h�1ð1þ xÞ�a�1
; h; a > 0 ð1:1Þ

where Q1 < x < P1, Q ¼ ½1� ð1þQ1Þ
�a�h and

P ¼ ½1� ð1þ P1Þ�a�h and cumulative distribution function
(cdf) is given by

FðxÞ ¼ 1

P�Q
f½1� ð1þ xÞ�a�h �Qg ð1:2Þ

also, the characterizing differential equations are given by:

fðxÞ ¼ ah
P�Q

Xð1=aÞþ1
r¼0

ð1=aÞ þ 1

r

� �
ð�1Þr

X1�1=hþr=h

s¼0

1� 1
hþ r

h

� �
s

 !
ð�1Þs

� ðP�QÞsP1�1=hþr=h�s½1� FðxÞ�s ð1:3Þ

Making use of (1.1) and (1.2) the following recurrence rela-
tions for the single and product moments of progressively

Type-II right censored order statistics from doubly truncated
exponentiated Pareto distribution have been derived.

2. Recurrence relations for single moments

Let X1:m:n;X2:m:n; . . . ;Xm:m:n be the progressively type-II right
censored order statistics of size m from the sample of size n
with censoring scheme ðR1;R2; . . . ;RmÞ be from the doubly

truncated exponentiated Pareto distribution whose probability
function is given by (1.1) and distribution function is given by
(1.2). For any continuous distribution the single moments of

the progressively type-II can be written as:

lðR1 ;R2 ;...;RmÞðkÞ
i:m:n ¼ E X

ðR1 ;R2 ;...;RmÞ
i:m:n

h ik� �

¼ Aðn;m� 1Þ
Z
� � �
Z

Q1<x1<x2<���xm<P1

xk
i fðx1Þ½1� Fðx1Þ�R1

� fðx2Þ½1� Fðx2Þ�R2 � � � fðxmÞ½1� FðxmÞ�Rmdx1 � � � dxm

where

Aðn;m� 1Þ ¼nðn� R1 � 1Þðn� R1 � R2 � 2Þ � � �
� ðn� R1 � R2 � � � � � Rm�1 �mþ 1Þ

See [15]

Theorem 2.1. For 2 6 m 6 n� 1; R1 P 1 and k > �1

lðR1 ;R2 ;...;RmÞðKÞ
1:m:n ¼ ah

ðkþ 1ÞðP�QÞ
Xð1=aÞþ1
r¼0

ð1=aÞ þ 1

r

� �
ð�1Þr

�
X1�1=hþr=h

s¼0

1� 1
hþ r

h

s

� �
ð�1ÞsðP�QÞsP 1�1

hþ
r
h�sð Þ

� nðn� R1 � 1Þ
ðnþ s� 1Þ lðR1þR2þs;R3 ;...;RmÞðkþ1Þ

1:m�1:nþs�1

�

�Qðkþ1Þ1 þ nðR1 þ sÞ
ðnþ s� 1Þ l

ðR1þs�1;R2 ;...;RmÞðkþ1Þ
1:m:nþs�1

�
ð2:1Þ

Proof. Suppose that ð1=aÞ and 1� 1
hþ r

h

� �
are positive integers

and since we have
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